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Update - Officers Conduct Animal Cruelty Investigation

We received new information about the pit-bull found dead in a blue suitcase.

The pit-bull (named BELOVED) belonged to a mentally disabled couple, Samuel Orsini and Gina Glass. Orsini was walking the dog a couple of days ago when it got loose. BELOVED ran across 4th street and was hit by a white vehicle. Orsini carried the dog back to the apartment.

The distraught couple contacted the SPCA. They realized that the dog was dead and were told that it would cost $55.00 for the SPCA to take custody of the dead animal.

They attempted to bury the dog on the property of the apartment complex. The landlord refused and told them to place the dead dog in a dumpster. They refused and decided to submerge the dog in the “lake”. They explained this was BELOVED favorite’s spot.

Gina Glass placed the dog in garbage bags and then in a blue suitcase. They had found the blue suitcase in a dumpster of their apartment complex. GINA partially filled the suitcase with water in an attempt to submerge the dead animal.

We are awaiting the results of the SPCA necropsy to confirm this information.